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Since the first images of polar regions on Mars revealed alternating bright and dark layers, there has been speculation that
their formation might be tied to the planet’s orbital climate
forcing1–4. But uncertainties in the deposition timescale exceed
two orders of magnitude: estimates based on assumptions of dust
deposition, ice formation and sublimation, and their variations
with orbital forcing suggest a deposition rate of 1023 to
1022 cm yr21 (refs 5, 6), whereas estimates based on cratering
rate result in values as high as 0.1 to 0.2 cm yr21 (ref. 7). Here we
use a combination of high-resolution images of the polar layered
terrains8, high-resolution topography9 and revised calculations
of the orbital and rotational parameters of Mars to show that a
correlation exists between ice-layer radiance as a function of
depth (obtained from photometric data of the images of the
layered terrains) and the insolation variations in summer at the
martian north pole, similar to what has been shown for palaeoclimate studies of the Earth10–12. For the best fit between the
radiance profile and the simulated insolation parameters, we
obtain an average deposition rate of 0.05 cm yr21 for the top
250 m of deposits on the ice cap of the north pole of Mars.
Of the Mars Orbiter camera (MOC) images acquired of both the
north and south polar regions, only a fraction clearly resolve
layering, owing to the limited exposure of layers in troughs, seasonal
frosts, image quality or illumination conditions. We focus on one
particular image (M00-02100; see Fig. 1) from the north polar cap
because of its high quality and the length of section exposed.
Although layers are exposed in the southern cap, the length of
any section is too short to be useful. The layers evident in image
M00-02100 are representative of one long trough in the northern
cap located near 2798 W 868 N, from which several other MOC
images were acquired; these layers show a consistent stratigraphy
over a strike of more than 100 km.
The actual composition of the polar layers is poorly known.
The residual north polar cap consists largely of water ice, although a
1–2-m-thick layer of CO2 ice is formed and removed annually13. The
darkening agent is thought to be dust or low-albedo sands and the
general interpretation is that the layers are formed of frozen volatiles
(mainly water) and dust deposited by atmospheric suspension (for
example, see ref. 3).
The reflected intensity varies with local slope, dust and water/ice
proportions, and season (owing to CO2 frost deposition in winter,
and differential retention of CO2 and H2O ice in summer). Images
M00-02100 and E03-02206 (one martian year later), both acquired
in midsummer from the same trough, show an identical pattern of
light and dark bands. The early springtime image M18-00804 does
not show intensity reversals relative to the summer images, which
suggests the absence of stair steps and of significant short-scale slope
effects on the summer albedo profile14. Regardless of the actual origin
of the intensity contrasts that define the layers in the images (textural,
composition, illumination), they display regular patterns of reflectance with depth that can be used to test the orbital forcing theory.
Profiles of radiance were extracted orthogonal to the layers from
image M00-02100, which was first straightened and then averaged
along strike (Fig. 1). Concurrently acquired Mars Orbiter laser
altimeter (MOLA) topographic data were used to convert the
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profiles of radiance as a function of pixel to radiance as a function
of depth (Fig. 1). A clear feature in the first half of this profile is the
presence of three nearly identical cycles (N1, N2 and N3 in Fig. 1),
on top of which are some higher-frequency variations.
The age of the north polar layered terrain is currently poorly
constrained. Viking observations suggested a net 0.02 to 0.08 cm
annual water loss from the north cap15, but recent analysis suggests
the cap is near equilibrium16. The lower elevation of the north cap
predicts a long-term average transport and accumulation of water at
the north pole with respect to the south pole7,16,17. The present
retention of CO2 frost on the south cap alters this relationship, but
this may not represent the average behaviour over the last million
years17. On the basis of crude estimates of dust deposition rates,
accumulation rates ranging from about 1023 to 1022 cm yr21 have
been proposed5,6,18. In contrast, the lack of any impact craters over
300 m in diameter led Herkenhoff and Plaut7 to estimate the age of
the surface at less than 120,000 yr, corresponding to a resurfacing
rate of 0.1 to 0.2 cm yr21. As the total thickness of section we analyse

Figure 1 North pole layered terrains. a, Regional mosaic of Mars Orbiter camera (MOC)
wide-angle camera images of the martian north pole showing the location of MOC narrowangle image M00-02100. Circles of latitude 808 and 858 are plotted. b, The brightness
profile (solid curve) versus pixel number for a section of the MOC narrow-angle image
M00-02100 (bottom), is obtained by averaging the pixel value along vertical lines. This
picture was taken by the MOC on 13 April 1999 (solar longitude L S < 1238), at latitude
86.488. The original image was processed in order to straighten it. The dashed line is
the elevation resulting from the Mars Orbiter laser altimeter (MOLA) experiment
measurements (in metres on the y axis, with origin at pixel 0). MOLA data were used to
convert the profile from horizontal distance along the x axis to depth. There are 13 MOLA
spots across the image, and the elevation is interpolated between the topographic
measurements. We observe three similar cycles (N1, N2, N3) between pixels 100 and 1,000.
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is about 350 m, we can estimate from published deposition rates
that the formation time for our section ranges from 100,000 to
35,000,000 yr.
Cutts and Lewis4 proposed hypothetical stratigraphic sequences
using climatic models of deposition, but comparison with measurements of layers was not possible with Viking Orbiter images
resolution4, about 30–50 times lower than the MOC (with up to
1.5 m pixel21). Here we directly compare the brightness profile of
Fig. 2 to the north pole summer insolation in order to constrain the
possible age of the deposit.
The changes in insolation at the surface of Mars arise from the
variation of the planet’s orbit resulting from the secular perturbations of all the other planets in the Solar System (see for example,

Figure 2 Obliquity, eccentricity and insolation at the north pole surface at the summer
equinox (L S ¼ 908). a–c, Over 1 Myr; d–f, over 10 Myr. The orbital data are the result of
a numerical integration of the whole Solar System, including the Moon, Pluto, tidal
dissipation terms, solar and Earth oblateness. In the first 0.5 Myr of c, as the obliquity
variations are small, the insolation is dominated by precession, while in the remaining
part, the insolation variations becomes dominated by the obliquity cycle. (These data are
available by request to J.L.)
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ref. 19), and from the precession and obliquity variations of the spin
axis of the planet. The orbital motion is obtained through a new
numerical integration of the whole Solar System, including all nine
main planets, the Moon as a separate object, Earth and solar
oblateness, tidal dissipation in the Earth–Moon system and the
effect of general relativity. This new solution was also adjusted and
compared to the JPL ephemeris DE406 (ref. 20). For Mars, the
maximum discrepancy in longitude over 3,000 yr (the range of
DE406) is less than 0.2 arcsec, and 3 £ 1028 in eccentricity. The
obliquity and precession of the Mars axis were computed using
initial conditions deduced from the Pathfinder mission21. The most
striking feature of the solution (Fig. 2) is that at about 5 Myr, the
obliquity increases, reaching more than 458 which induces a large
increase of the summer insolation in the north pole. The main
uncertainty in the obliquity solution arises from the initial precession frequency (p ¼ 27.576 ^ 0.035 arcsec yr21 (ref. 21)). We have
verified that even when doubling this uncertainty (p ¼ 27.576 ^
0.070 arcsec yr21) all solutions within this range lead to a similar
increase of obliquity after 5 Myr, and behave as in Fig. 2d over
10 Myr, the chaotic behaviour of the solution19,22,23 being only
significant beyond 10 Myr.
To compare the photometric profile with insolation, the trend of
radiance that appears to be strongly correlated with depth (Fig. 1) is
removed and the data are scaled, resulting in the radiance profile
shown in Fig. 3. We assume that the top of the section has an age of
0, although possible deviations of a few thousand years should not
significantly affect our results.
The shortest possible timescale present in the insolation curve is
related to the climatic precession with a period of about 51,000 yr,
while the main period in obliquity is of about 120,000 yr, and 95,000
to 99,000 yr in eccentricity, with a strong modulation of period
2.4 Myr owing to the near resonance of the secular proper modes g3

Figure 3 Comparison of brightness profile with insolation. a, Best fit of the brightness
pattern from Fig. 1 (solid black curve) to the summer insolation at the north pole (Fig. 2c)
(dotted red curve), after a transformation from pixel data to depth through the MOLA
altimetry curve (Fig. 1) and, for the data beyond pixel 1,000, a division by 2 of the
deposition rate. b, Spectral analysis of the insolation (dotted red) and the brightness
pattern (solid black) over 0.5 Myr. Two main peaks are identified in both data. Owing to the
short time span, in the insolation spectrum, the eccentricity and obliquity main
frequencies are merged into a single line around 10 arcsec yr21. The second peak of the
insolation curve (red) corresponds to climatic precession frequency (25.4 arcsec yr21).
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and g4 (refs 19, 24).
Owing to the weak constraint imposed by the deposition models,
a large variety of timescales are possible, but we are able to rule some
of them out. For example, if we try to associate the 2.4-Myr
eccentricity period (Fig. 2e) to the main cycles of Fig. 1, the third
cycle (from pixel 700 to 1,000) will span from 6 Myr to 8 Myr. But in
this range, the obliquity, and thus the summer insolation, becomes
very high (Fig. 2d, f). For obliquity of about 458, the sublimation
rate becomes so large (.10 cm yr21) that the whole ice cap may be
evaporated in about 10,000 yr (ref. 25), unless some dark residual
deposit acts as a barrier for this evaporation2. In any case, it is thus
doubtful that the response pattern of the ice deposit will be the same
during the first low obliquity cycle and this high obliquity cycle. We
therefore discarded this possibility, and preferred to consider that
the shortest significant period in the pattern corresponds to the
precession cycle, as it appears in the insolation curve in Fig. 2c. In
this case, we recover a very good agreement between the first three
photometric cycles and the three insolation cycles up to about
500,000 yr. In addition, the spectral analysis of the first 0.5 Myr of
the insolation curve and the data (Fig. 3) reveal in both cases two
main peaks at very close locations, supporting our analysis.
Although we considered only the average deposition rate for the
transfer function from depth to time, short scale variations of this
deposition rate should not significantly affect our results. Moreover,
a significant change of deposition rate with insolation2,17,25 would
not change the main frequencies of the response, but only add
additional harmonics, which could very well be present. Major
erosional episodes may have caused unconformities and discontinuities in the layer accumulation3, but on the basis of the regular
layer expression and periodic patterns in the N1, N2 and N3 cycles,
we assumed that such large unconformities are not present in this
first part of the record.
After 0.5 Myr, the amplitude of the obliquity (and thus also
insolation) variations increase significantly. We assumed that the
sublimation of the ice was larger during these periods, and thus that
the effective deposition rate was smaller. In the same way, the
decrease in atmospheric pressure at small obliquities will decrease
the frequency and intensity of dust storms2. We expressed this
hypothesis by dividing by an empirical factor of 2 the deposition
rate in our transfer function from MOLA topography to time.
The photometric curve is then directly compared with the
insolation curve in Fig. 3, with a very satisfactory agreement,
compared to usual Earth palaeoclimate records10–12. With this
process, we find that the time span for the whole 350 m layer is
900,000 yr. The first three main cycles, spanning 250 m, are accumulated in 500,000 yr, which corresponds to a deposition rate of
0.05 cm yr21, whereas in the remaining 400,000 yr, this value
decreases to about 0.025 cm yr21.
The conjunction of high radiance level with high insolation value
in summer fitted slightly better than the opposite (which would not
change the timescale, but induces a shift of about 25,000 yr on the
whole set). In fact, the deposition mechanism is not well known26,
and both hypotheses are possible. In the former, which we prefer,
during the last precession-dominated 0.5 Myr (Fig. 3), the northern
winter deposits are darkened by the most intense dust storm activity
resulting from high summer insolation in the southern hemisphere
(that is, low summer insolation in the northern hemisphere)27,28. In
the second scenario, the dark bands are the result of ice sublimation
due to high insolation in summer at the north pole. When the
obliquity forcing becomes dominant (after 0.5 Myr), the scenario
may change, but we preferred here to focus on the first part of the
record, where the signal is most apparent.
It is clear that additional data would be welcome to firmly
establish this timescale for the north polar deposit, although the
proposed timescale best fits the available data with minimal adjustments; however, we are very far from being able to core the martian
ice caps as was successfully done on the Earth12. As we had to slightly
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modify the deposition rate during the second part of the record, we
consider the timescale for the first part, where the photometric
signal is the strongest, to be more reliable than that obtained in the
second part. Finally, we stress again that the depositional/erosional
mechanisms for the formation of the polar caps remain highly
unconstrained. We also leave as an open question whether the
observed 3-km-thick north polar cap29 could have been formed
during the recent 5-Myr period of low obliquity, which would
correspond to an average deposition rate close to our 0.05 cm yr21
value.
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